2012, Oct 5

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Meditation:

Angelsu
530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● A listener-supported radio station
● We need $100 for last week; $300 for this week = $400 Thank you!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
T & R: ● Need $550 for their rent by Oct 8th
● Need $100 for GAS & bills this week
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something: koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● To help with food: go back to Whole Foods
505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
https://premium.vcdelivery.com/wholefoods/gissgiftcard.aspx

Hard News:
R: As we watched Saturn move into Scorpio today, the job numbers are good: 43 months of ongoing job
growth – now they say Obama fixed the numbers! They are falling off the cliff! Next step:
Mother's Yanni
● The wave of energy called the Nexus – behind the scenes talking of Nibiru and other extinction-level
events and so on – NOT THE CASE!
● In June and July, 86,000 jobs were added that weren't counted.
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● How many weeks has Congress been out of session? Stories about troops in the streets, Congressmen
and Senators disappearing.
● In Japan, have produced mice with stem cell research; we are co-creator gods but they are messing
with DNA codes
T: that is how we did it in the first place; the dangerous thing is that the criminals are not arrested – if
they get a patent on it, they control life.
● On Amy Goodman today, 3 military men were on: in the neighbourhood to which they have returned,
they have 16x the murder rate as a result of PDSD – they are PDSD AND suicidal – they will drink
and drive and do other things, then they get arrested as criminals and they lose their benefits!
And then it's a downward spiral.
Reading: Scientists have made a breakthrough in reproduction
● we've been creating clones since the 20s, now it only takes 3 days to make a new clone.
● This science creates quite an ethical question
Reading:

Romney Tells 27 Lies in 38 Minutes

[SEE BELOW]

Ed Schultz: Mike Papantonio was hosting today
Audio:

Jennifer Granholm
Oct 4th – program opens with a speech by Ike
● Gives all progressives a talking to: it is the last part of the marathon!
● She says what Mitt Romney says: and it is a parody of what Ike said!
● If awards were given out for lying, Romney would will the Golden Pinocchio Award!
● Talks to Ben LeBolt of the Obama campaign and that BO is calling out the lies at the event today

Music: Rocky Mountain Mike – about Mitt! A good song!
C Call:
T: the news item from Japan requires us to act quickly – can create humans from stem cells! We have
already programmed people – time to get our principles right first.
● Cloning has been going on since the 20s, thanks to Hitler
● About the story between factions in Israel
● Israel's defence minister met with Rahm Emmanuel, and Netanyahu is angry about this
● Netanyahu is still trying to pass a 2013 state budget so he can side-step the election – there is
a vote of no confidence being set up against him
● Syria bombed Turkey on the 3rd – all kinds of people going through the barbed wire and exiting Syria
http://www.linktv.org/programs/greg-palast-how-to-steal-back-your-vote
● Al Assyad has gone mad, and Hillary is financing these things
● Russia has announced what is happening in Syria is wrong AND voted in the UN!
R: just stunned at what is going on – it is getting into main stream news
Galactics on hair trigger alert!
T: Turkey fill of refugees 700,000 – a lot of violence; a boat capsized off the coast and people were
trying to escape and go elsewhere
● Bahrain, Saudi Arabia – killing their own people
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● Iraq – completely unstable
● Greece – has collapsed for all practical things
● Italy – a wreck
● Spain – terrible, hundreds of thousands of people fighting in the streets
Reading:
Shaman Arising – Part I – Fire and Ice
[SEE BELOW]
R: this story takes place right after destruction of Atlantis/Lemuria with the shift in the polarity of the
planet; living through the ice times was no fun.
● These are ancient stories and have to do with the Nephilim who are Mother's people.
● The Nephilim who lived in the land of ice / nuclear winter after the nukes went off and wrecked the
atmosphere that kept the temperatures even until that point
● the people were dropping in frequency; technology of the ships did not work any more – R remembers
this - they lived on sabre toothed tigers or woolly mammoths or each other
● The human race nearly went extinct
Bill Maher's Program for October 5th
http://www.hbo.com/#/real-time-with-bill-maher/episodes/0/261-episode/index.html

Audio:

Audio:

Greg Palast
“Billionaires and Ballot Bandits”
http://www.linktv.org/programs/greg-palast-how-to-steal-back-your-vote

In this impassioned speech delivered by investigative reporter Greg Palast, hear the
incredible hidden story that will blow the doors off the "vote suppressors," "election
trolls," and "democracy demons" who aim to steal the 2012 election.
Palast uncovers the scandal to end all scandals: The buying of the US government
- lock, stock, and anti-ballistic missile. Find out what you can do about it, in the
Link TV special Greg Palast: How to Steal Back Your Vote!
Reading: Secret Places of the Lion
● the Kings Chamber in the Great Pyramid of Giza and the role of the sarcophagus
● Thoth's coming there
● the sphinx was built over the true entrance to the pyramid
Caller: before Sept 30th, banks were to have the closing of their fiscal year?
T: yes, last day of fiscal year 2012; Oct 1st first day of fiscal year 2013 – she assumes that KOS has made
the banks Basel 3 compliant; if that had not happened, there would have been a financial collapse
● Last time this happened in 2008, Bush Jr was taken off by 2 US Marshals; this time Basel 3
compliance was made; if KOS had not done it, we would not have heard Greg Palast say what he
said. This has to be handled correctly or there will be civil war - understand that records are
being kept!
● Bill Mahers did a great job tonight, and the actress Kerry Washington put the CNN guy in his
place
Caller: has heard that the Fed Reserve is still operating as they are stealing funds from the people!
T: this is not news – has been going for a long time
Caller: heard that Jamie Dimon had charges filed against him by AG of NY, and FBI has sent out a
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warrant for his arrest
R: about JD, Fed Reserve and whole fiasco: Mike P keeps coming on Ed show and saying “Mr Provost
Marshall General, you have a job – get 'er done!”
T: the PMG has to declare martial law for this to happen
● last time, after Basel 2 compliance, took a whole month to zero out the entire world's economy
at the Bank of International Settlements: it means Obama was installed under NESARA law
T: Tom Hannigan, Lennie Bloom – all took money from the dark side – all part of the Leo Wanta story – all
have to be arrested – best way to do it is take their money away.
T: the “when” question never gets answers!
● Yes, big things will happen but we have to do what we came in to do; the others do what they have to do
● Panic buttons are not necessary: these guys WILL NOT BE TAKING OVER THIS COUNTRY!
● We all have to learn what is going on.
Caller: saw a whole group of motorcyclists going by with American flags on the bikes – they were in
formation
T: not sure of the affiliations – hard to tell!
Caller: gas prices are being contrived to go up in their state
T: there's a war going on in the 1% group – taking money from Romney; Rove is being drained – does not
know where his money is going
Caller: rising prices are making people very unhappy!
T: soon will be off oil altogether
Closing:
Rainbird
#13 Trickster / Coyote Medicine
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2012, October 4

Romney Tells 27 Lies in 38 Minutes

http://www.loscerritosnews.net/2012/10/04/romney-tells-27-lies-in-38-minutes/
Courtesy Think Progress.org
Pundits from both sides of the aisle have lauded Mitt Romney’s strong debate performance, praising his
preparedness and ability to challenge President Obama’s policies and accomplishments. But Romney
only accomplished this goal by repeatedly misleading viewers. He spoke for 38 minutes of the 90
minute debate and told at least 27 myths:
1) “[G]et us energy independent, North American energy independent. That creates about 4
million jobs”. Romney’s plan for “energy independence” actually relies heavily on a study that
assumes the U.S. continues with fuel efficiency standards set by the Obama administration. For
instance, he uses Citigroup research based off the assumption that “‘the United States will continue
with strict fuel economy standards that will lower its oil demand.” Since he promises to undo the
Obama administration’s new fuel efficiency standards, he would cut oil consumption savings of 2
million barrels per day by 2025.
2) “I don’t have a $5 trillion tax cut. I don’t have a tax cut of a scale that you’re talking about.” A
Tax Policy Center analysis of Romney’s proposal for a 20 percent across-the-board tax cut in all federal
income tax rates, eliminating the Alternative Minimum Tax, eliminating the estate tax and other tax
reductions, would reduce federal revenue $480 billion in 2015. This amount to $5 trillion over the
decade.
3) “My view is that we ought to provide tax relief to people in the middle class. But I’m not going
to reduce the share of taxes paid by high-income people.” If Romney hopes to provide tax relief to
the middle class, then his $5 trillion tax cut would add to the deficit. There are not enough deductions
in the tax code that primarily benefit rich people to make his math work.
4) “My — my number-one principal is, there will be no tax cut that adds to the deficit. I want to
underline that: no tax cut that adds to the deficit.” As the Tax Policy Center concluded, Romney’s
plan can’t both exempt middle class families from tax cuts and remain revenue neutral. “He’s promised
all these things and he can’t do them all. In order for him to cover the cost of his tax cut without adding
to the deficit, he’d have to find a way to raise taxes on middle income people or people making less
than $200,000 a year,” the Center found.
5) “I will not under any circumstances raise taxes on middle-income families. I will lower taxes on
middle-income families. Now, you cite a study. There are six other studies that looked at the study
you describe and say it’s completely wrong.” The studies Romney cites actually further prove that
Romney would, in fact, have to raise taxes on the middle class if he were to keep his promise not to
lose revenue with his tax rate reduction.
6) “I saw a study that came out today that said you’re going to raise taxes by $3,000 to $4,000 on
middle-income families.” Romney is pointing to this study from the American Enterprise Institute. It
actually found that rather than raise taxes to pay down the debt, the Obama administration’s policies —
those contained directly in his budget — would reduce the share of taxes that go toward servicing the
debt by $1,289.89 per taxpayer in the $100,000 to $200,000 range.
7) “And the reason is because small business pays that individual rate; 54 percent of America’s
workers work in businesses that are taxed not at the corporate tax rate, but at the individual tax
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rate….97 percent of the businesses are not — not taxed at the 35 percent tax rate, they’re taxed
at a lower rate. But those businesses that are in the last 3 percent of businesses happen to employ
half — half of all the people who work in small business.” Far less than half of the people affected
by the expiration of the upper income tax cuts get any of their income at all from a small businesses.
And those people could very well be receiving speaking fees or book royalties, which qualify as “small
business income” but don’t have a direct impact on job creation. It’s actually hard to find a small
business who think that they will be hurt if the marginal tax rate on income earned above $250,000 per
year is increased.
8) “Mr. President, all of the increase in natural gas and oil has happened on private land, not on
government land. On government land, your administration has cut the number of permits and
licenses in half.” Oil production from federal lands is higher, not lower: Production from federal lands
is up slightly in 2011 when compared to 2007. And the oil and gas industry is sitting on 7,000 approved
permits to drill, that it hasn’t begun exploring or developing.
9) “The president’s put it in place as much public debt — almost as much debt held by the public
as all prior presidents combined.” This is not even close to being true. When Obama took office, the
national debt stood at $10.626 trillion. Now the national debt is over $16 trillion. That $5.374 trillion
increase is nowhere near as much debt as all the other presidents combined.
10) “That’s why the National Federation of Independent Businesses said your plan will kill
700,000 jobs. I don’t want to kill jobs in this environment.” That study, produced by a right-wing
advocacy organization, doesn’t analyze what Obama has actually proposed.
11) “What we do have right now is a setting where I’d like to bring money from overseas back to
this country.” Romney’s plan to shift the country to a territorial tax system would allow corporations
to do business and make profits overseas without ever being taxed on it in the United States. This
encourages American companies to invest abroad and could cost the country up to 800,000 jobs.
12) “I would like to take the Medicaid dollars that go to states and say to a state, you’re going to
get what you got last year, plus inflation, plus 1 percent, and then you’re going to manage your
care for your poor in the way you think best.” Sending federal Medicaid funding to the states in the
form of a block grant woud significantly reduce federal spending for Medicaid because the grant would
not keep up with projected health care costs. A CBO estimate of a very similar proposal from Paul
Ryan found that federal spending would be “35 percent lower in 2022 and 49 percent lower in 2030
than current projected federal spending” and as a result “states would face significant challenges in
achieving sufficient cost savings through efficiencies to mitigate the loss of federal funding.” “To
maintain current service levels in the Medicaid program, states would probably need to consider
additional changes, such as reducing their spending on other programs or raising additional revenues,”
the CBO found.
13) “I want to take that $716 billion you’ve cut and put it back into Medicare…. But the idea of
cutting $716 billion from Medicare to be able to balance the additional cost of Obamacare is, in
my opinion, a mistake. There’s that number again. Romney is claiming that Obamacare siphons off
$716 billion from Medicare, to the detriment of beneficiaries. In actuality, that money is saved
primarily through reducing over-payments to insurance companies under Medicare Advantage, not
payments to beneficiaries. Paul Ryan’s budget plan keeps those same cuts, but directs them toward tax
cuts for the rich and deficit reduction.
14) “What I support is no change for current retirees and near-retirees to Medicare.” Here is how
Romney’s Medicare plan will affect current seniors: 1) by repealing Obamacare, the 16 million seniors
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receiving preventive benefits without deductibles or co-pays and are saving $3.9 billion on prescription
drugs will see a cost increase, 2) “premium support” will increase premiums for existing beneficiaries
as private insurers lure healthier seniors out of the traditional Medicare program, 3) Romney/Ryan
would also lower Medicaid spending significantly beginning next year, shifting federal spending to
states and beneficiaries, and increasing costs for the 9 million Medicare recipients who are dependent
on Medicaid.
15) “Number two is for people coming along that are young, what I do to make sure that we can
keep Medicare in place for them is to allow them either to choose the current Medicare program
or a private plan. Their choice. They get to choose — and they’ll have at least two plans that will
be entirely at no cost to them.” The Medicare program changes for everyone, even people who
choose to remain in the traditional fee-for-service. Rather than relying on a guaranteed benefit, all
beneficiaries will receive a premium support credit of $7,500 on average in 2023 to purchase coverage
in traditional Medicare or private insurance. But that amount will only grow at a rate of GDP plus 1.5
percentage points and will not keep up with health care costs. So while the federal government will
spend less on the program, seniors will pay more in premiums.
16) “And, by the way the idea came not even from Paul Ryan or — or Senator Wyden, who’s the
co-author of the bill with — with Paul Ryan in the Senate, but also it came from Bill — Bill
Clinton’s chief of staff.” Romney has rejected the Ryan/Wyden approach — which does not cap the
growth of the “premium support” subsidy. Bill Clinton and his commission also voted down these
changes to the Medicare program.
17) “Well, I would repeal and replace it. We’re not going to get rid of all regulation. You have to
have regulation. And there are some parts of Dodd-Frank that make all the sense in the world.”
Romney has previously called for full repeal of Dodd-Frank, a law whose specific purpose is to
regulate banks. MF Global’s use of customer funds to pay for its own trading losses is just one bit of
proof that the financial industry isn’t responsible enough to protect consumers without regulation.
18) “But I wouldn’t designate five banks as too big to fail and give them a blank check. That’s
one of the unintended consequences of Dodd-Frank… We need to get rid of that provision
because it’s killing regional and small banks. They’re getting hurt.” The law merely says that the
biggest, systemically risky banks need to abide by more stringent regulations. If those banks fail, they
will be unwound by a new process in the Dodd-Frank law that protects taxpayers from having to pony
up for a bailout.
19) “And, unfortunately, when — when — when you look at Obamacare, the Congressional
Budget Office has said it will cost $2,500 a year more than traditional insurance. So it’s adding to
cost.” Obamacare will actually provide millions of families with tax credits to make health care more
affordable.
20) “[I]t puts in place an unelected board that’s going to tell people ultimately what kind of
treatments they can have. I don’t like that idea.” The Board, or IPAB is tasked with making binding
recommendations to Congress for lowering health care spending, should Medicare costs exceed a target
growth rate. Congress can accept the savings proposal or implement its own ideas through a super
majority. The panel’s plan will modify payments to providers but it cannot “include any
recommendation to ration health care, raise revenues or Medicare beneficiary premiums…increase
Medicare beneficiary cost-sharing (including deductibles, coinsurance, and co- payments), or otherwise
restrict benefits or modify eligibility criteria” (Section 3403 of the ACA). Relying on health care
experts rather than politicians to control health care costs has previously attracted bipartisan support
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and even Ryan himself proposed two IPAB-like structures in a 2009 health plan.
21) “Right now, the CBO says up to 20 million people will lose their insurance as Obamacare goes
into effect next year. And likewise, a study by McKinsey and Company of American businesses
said 30 percent of them are anticipating dropping people from coverage.” The Affordable Care Act
would actually expand health care coverage to 30 million Americans, despite Romney fear mongering.
According to CBO director Douglas Elmendorf, 3 million or less people would leave employersponsored health insurance coverage as a result of the law.
22) “I like the way we did it [health care] in Massachusetts…What were some differences? We
didn’t raise taxes.” Romney raised fees, but he can claim that he didn’t increase taxes because the
federal government funded almost half of his reforms.
23) “It’s why Republicans said, do not do this, and the Republicans had — had the plan. They
put a plan out. They put out a plan, a bipartisan plan. It was swept aside.” The Affordable Care
Act incorporates many Republican ideas including the individual mandate, state-based health care
exchanges, high-risk insurance pools, and modified provisions that allow insurers to sell policies in
multiple states. Republicans never offered a united bipartisan alternative.
24) “Preexisting conditions are covered under my plan.” Only people who are continuously insured
would not be discriminated against because they suffer from pre-existing conditions. This protection
would not be extended to people who are currently uninsured.
25) “In one year, you provided $90 billion in breaks to the green energy world. Now, I like green
energy as well, but that’s about 50 years’ worth of what oil and gas receives.” The $90 billion was
given out over several years and included loans, loan guarantees and grants through the American
Recovery Act. $23 billion of the $90 billion “went toward “clean coal,” energy-efficiency upgrades,
updating the electricity grid and environmental clean-up, largely for old nuclear weapons sites.”
26) “I think about half of [the green firms Obama invested in], of the ones have been invested in
have gone out of business. A number of them happened to be owned by people who were
contributors to your campaigns.” As of late last year, only “three out of the 26 recipients of 1705
loan guarantees have filed for bankruptcy, with losses estimated at just over $600 million.”
27) “If the president’s reelected you’ll see dramatic cuts to our military.” Romney is referring to
the sequester, which his running mate Paul Ryan supported. Obama opposes the military cuts and has
asked Congress to formulate a balanced approach that would avoid the trigger.
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http://www.goetia-girls.com/occultarticles_e.html

SHAMAN ARISING
Part 1 - FIRE AND ICE, A POSSIBLE SOURCE CULTURE
AND TIME OF ORIGINS MOST ANCIENT
SNORRI STURLUSON OF EXTREME MYTHOLOGICAL GEOGRAPHY
If it hadn’t been for Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241) we would not have known anything about the ancient
Myths of the Norse to thereby have an insight into the interconnected similarity of beliefs that the
Northern peoples shared; for much has been lost, let alone virtually forgotten such as the Mythic
paradigm of the Saxons for example. Snorri lived in Iceland and the Norse Creation Myths, which he
had saved do reflect the geography of extremes that Iceland possesses betwixt that of Fire and Ice, but
due to the most obvious ‘North Central Asian Shamanic’ attributes that the principle deity of ‘Odin’ has
one can perhaps find another geography of extremes to discover within the Norse myths to reveal!
THE TIME OF FIRE AND ICE
“Burning Ice, Biting Flame; that is how life began. In the South is a realm called MUSPELL. That
region flickers with dancing flames. It seethes and it shines. No one can endure it except those born
into it. Black SURT is there; he sits on the furthest reach of that land, brandishing a flaming sword;
he is already waiting for the end when he will rise and savage the gods and whelm the whole world
with fire. In the North is the realm called NIFLHEIM. It is packed with Ice and covered with vast
sweeps of snow.”(The Norse Myths: Kevin Crossley-Holland)
VOLCANIC NUCLEAR WINTER OF A RAGNAROCK
Siberia and Mongolia are environments of contradictory extremes, where one has hot arid deserts, vast
steppe, rugged tundra of penetrating permafrost to that of snow fields of merciless unceasing ice as
well as to also find ancient volcanoes, which although now non-active are still bubbling and simmering
under the surface. Most of the volcanic activity is focused in the "Southern" edges of Siberia in present
day South-Eastern Russia around the Baikal region, which spill into Mongolia, whose volcanoes are
clustered about in the North near Lake Baikal, whereby one could conjecture that Black SURT
brandishing a flaming sword is actually a reference to a once very active volcano or volcanic field. To
the North of Baikal one has no volcanism as such when going into Siberia. One could thereby theorise
that the Norse myth of RAGNAROK, when applied to the area in question is a possible reference to a
volcanic eruption hearkened in by earthquakes and by other geophysical phenomena, which very likely
happened in the far distant past that gave birth to the story of RAGNAROK or to be foreseen as a
future event due to the observable cyclic nature of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in the area.
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ELEVEN OF RIVERS AND ELEVEN OF ICE-AGE RUNE HYPERBOREAN
“In the Northern heart of NIFLHEIM lies the Spring HVERGELMIR and that is the source of
eleven rivers named the ELIVAGAR; between the realms of MUSPELLHEIM and NIFLHEIM
there once stretched a huge and seeming emptiness; this was the GINNUNGAGAP. The Rivers that
sprang from HVERGELMIR streamed into its deep void.”(The Norse Myths: K.C. Holland)
GINNUNGAGAP LAKE BAIKAL FED BY ELEVEN RIVERS ANCIENT OF CHANGING
GEOGRAPHY
Now here is where it gets tricky… The ELIVAGAR may refer to the River SELENGA and that of its
tributaries, which flow from off the KHANGAI NURUU mountain range situated in DHZAVAN to
surge into the deepest and oldest freshwater lake in the world called Lake BAIKAL, whose depths are
almost unfathomable like that of the GINNUNGAGAP. However, if one was to take the Norse Creation
myth literally then the SELENGA just does not fit the mythic description since the river SELENGA
flows from the Southern source of the KHANGAI NURUU mountain range where one may possibly
find a HVERGELMIR spring that feeds into BAIKAL’S yawning abyss of freshwater via the Northern
flow of the SELENGA.
ODQAN FIRE KING KAM OF AN ODIN ECSTASY MASTER SHAMAN
To be covered more in depth in a following article, most of the Name variants of ODQAN, which is
known in the Norse as ODIN and Saxon as WODEN (Wotan/Votan) can be found in the area of
DHYZAVAN. There is however a spring to be found in the area of the GOVI-ALTAI province called
ODHON BULAG (long: 96.46 Lat: 44.38333) which is of interest concerning the importance of the
Altai in regards to this material. As for the reference of the number ‘Eleven’ there is the possibility that
it is alluding to a ‘Runic’ riddle.
The Norse Runes have corresponding numbers associated with them, which is not that of a modern
practice of a numerological application but quite ancient of use. The Eleventh Rune of the Elder
FUTHARK of Twenty-Four Runes is 'ISA,' which means ‘Ice’, but more so to do with the Northern
realm of NIFLHEIM wherefore ELIVAGAR could possibly be seen as that of a River of Ice, if one
should take such a perspective that one is dealing with a poetic allusion to use a Runic code. There is
another way of looking at the ELIVAGAR; for there are ‘Thermal Springs’ to be found in the
‘Northern’ end of Lake Baikal, which would be applicable to the spring of HVERGELMIR due to their
underground issue; NIFLHEIM in Norse myth is usually seen as being that of the underworld realm of
the ancestral dead whereby its waters would be possibly seen as being infused by the spirits of those
who had passed over into the land of the ancestors and via such a spring one could communicate with
them. ELIVAGAR in regards to an Eleventh Rune of ISA could then be seen as the river of the Dead or
even that of an underground river of the ancestral spirits, which flows into the GINNUNGAGAP.
THE BIRTH OF THE CANNIBAL KING YIMIR
“The yeasty venom of the ELIVAGAR thickened and congealed like slag, and the rivers turned to ‘Ice’.
That venom also spat out drizzle-an unending dismal hagger that, as soon as it settled, turned into
rime. So it went on until all the Northern part of GINNUNGAGAP was heavy with layers of Ice and
hoar frost, a desolate place haunted by gusts and skuthers of wind. Just as the Northern part was
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frozen, the southern was molten and glowing, but the middle of GINNUNGAGAP was mild as hanging
air on a summer evening. There, the warm breath drifting north from MUSPELL met the rime from
NIFLHEIM; it touched it played over it, and the Ice began to thaw and drip. Life quickened in those
drops, and they took the form of a giant. He was called YMIR.”(The Norse Myths: K.C. Holland)
OLKHON ISLAND OF A MIDDLE-EARTH MIDGHARD
At the geographic centre of Lake BAIKAL one has OLKHON Island (Midghard), which one could
construe as being mythologized as YMIR or that of being ruled over by some ancient King that the
Hindus remember as YAMA, the first man to die whom the Tibetan Buddhists also know of to make as
their Judge of the Dead while the ancient Iranians called him YIMA.
TOYON SHAMAN LEADERS AND AN ODIN OF THE AESIR PEOPLES OF THE BLUE WOLF

The originators of the Yakut and the Buryats were known as the Kurykans who once lived upon Olkhon
Island, which was also later frequented by the Hunnic and Scythian tribes (The Celts had strong ties
with the Scythians) whom also considered the island to be sacred. The KURYKANS herded cattle as
well as rearing horses just as the later Yakut did who were also adept metal workers, which made them
stand out amidst the other Siberian tribes. They were a warlike people and their militaristic aristocracy
was made up of ‘Toyons’, which one could also see as being possibly associated with the word
WODEN/ODIN whereby one has WODENS/ODINS, to thereby be not so much a name but that of a
title. Their principle deity was AI TOYON, which means Creator of Light. (AI to mean Creator and
similar to that of the Teleut/Altaian BAI ULGAN, while 'Toyon' means 'Light' of similar etymology to
that of Odqan.) Fire was sacred to them, which they perceived as being the protector of the family,
which was placed at the centre of their Yurts. Their Shamans were called OYUNA who once practiced
divination by using the skulls of their ancestors, which is reminiscent of ODIN divining by using the
Skull of MIMIR.
THE ULFHEDNAR CHILDREN OF BERSERKER BOR WARRING WITH YIMIR
“YMIR was a frost Giant; he was evil from the first. While he slept, he began to sweat. A Man and a
Woman grew out of the ooze under his left armpit, and one of his legs fathered a son on the other leg.
YMIR was the forefather of all the ‘Frost Giants’, and they called him AURGELMIR. As more of the
Ice in GINNUNGAGAP melted, the fluid took the form of a Cow. She was called AUDHUMLA. YMIR
fed off the four rivers of milk that coursed from her teats and AUDHUMLA fed off the Ice itself. She
licked the salty blocks and by evening of the first day a man’s hair had come out of the Ice.
AUDHUMLA licked more and by evening of the second day man’s head had come. AUDHUMLA licked
again and by evening of the third day the whole man had come. His name was BURI. BURI was tall
and strong and good-looking. In time he had a son called BOR and BOR married a daughter of
BOLTHOR, one of the Frost Giants. Her name was BESTLA and she mothered three children, all of
them Sons. The first was ODIN, the second was VILI, and the third was VE.”(The Norse Myths: K.C.
Holland)
YIMIR THE CANNIBAL KING OF THE VAMIPIRE PEOPLES OF FROST
There is the distinct possibility that the practice of Cannibalism started 73,000yrs ago when the
Indonesian Super-Volcano of Mt Toba, situated in present day Sumatra, erupted, which brought about a
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mass extinction event. Geneticists have discovered when investigating the Mitochondrial DNA that
prior to 73, 000yrs ago there was a wide diversity of human genetic material; just after the Mt Toba
Super-Volcano eruption there was a bottleneck in human genetic evolution, which indicates that the
human race nearly went extinct; for only a few thousand individuals survived in a world totally
devastated by the catastrophe. Many of the animal species as well as plant life were also severely
affected, both on land and the sea; whereupon one can hazard a guess as to how ones ancestors
survived such harsh conditions amidst a Northerly geographic locale of developing heirarchal class
structures to have at the bottom rung of the ladder those of the weak who were to breed as mere fodder
for an aristocratic (Frost Giants) Cannibal (Vampire) class; such would have thence birthed the later
Nosferatu legends. The Northerly locale as well as Africa would have been furthest away from the
epicentre of the Sumatra Super-Volcano eruption where those who had survived may have possibly
indulged in Cannibalism; it is from those few survivors that we all derive our shared DNA. Curiously
enough, it is also around the same time of the catastrophe that human Art started to appear out of
virtually nowhere to hence flourish, which explored the Spiritual impulse that made us all truly human.
YMIR OF GEOGRAPHIC LOCALE OLKHON
One could also conjecture that YMIR’S bodily references offer poetic clues as to possible geographic
locations in regards to OLKHON Island, which is made up of differing environments from that of a
desert, steppe, tundra and forests in relation to the compass points of AUDHUMLA’S teats whereby
BURI’S birth place is perhaps to be found at OLKHON’S central point. The name of BURI and BOR
are also known of to the peoples of the ALTAI as that of a totemic ancestor who going by Norse myth
also sired (ODQAN) ODIN/WODEN. (Note: Odin, Vili and Ve could be a reference to the Three Stars
of Orion’s Belt whereby Orion is Ymir. The Highest peak of the Altai mountain range is Mt Beluha,
which is known as a Cosmic Centre of a Three Horned Mountain and ‘Orion Dwelling of the Gods!’
The Ziggurat and Pyramid can be seen as a Representative Model of the Shaman’s Cosmic Central
Mountain whereby one to find Russian Archaeologists discovering such in the Altai region that are of
stepped form similar to those found in the Americas back in 1990 while other Pyramids have been
discovered in Mongolia and are also well known of in (Shaanxi) China let alone Egypt that point to
Orion’s belt!)
BERSERKER BORI OF ANCIENT TOTEMIC ANCESTOR
“The term BORI, BURI, PUR is an ancient term referring to a totemic ancestor of many Ural-Altaic
nations. Seen on pertoglyps of the Altai and Sayan; Now due to its animal-totemic nature, the animal
may be different even though its totemic name is the same, for it represents the ‘Ancestor Spirit’.
Among some, the ‘Horned’ deer is the ancestor like that of the Hungarians and some Scythians. In time
some of the characteristics of the stag totem were transferred over to the horse, which was on
ceremonial occasions decorated with antlers”. (Fred Hamori – Scythian Religious Terms.)
“BUR-Kan=God in Teleut, Sor, Sagaj, Kachinco, Koibal, Kara-gas, Soyot. Pur=the Son of the Chief
god ULGEN, among the Teleut.” (Fred Hamori – Scythian Religious Terms.)
The three Sons born of BESTLA fathered by BOR (BORI), has an interesting parallel with that of the
Scythian:
“Herodotus mentioned more than one myth of the origin of the Scythians. One of these claimed the
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mating of Papaois (Zeus) and the daughter of ‘BOR-ISTEN’, as the father of Targi-taur-us the father of
the Scythian nations. His sons were supposedly Leip-ox-ais, Arp-ox-ais, and Col-ax-ais.” (Fred
Hamori – Scythian Religious Terms.)
SURT OF VOLCANIC FIELDS MUSPELL FIRE WHERE LAVA FLOWS
As for the fiery MUSPELL realm of SURT an area of volcanic activity, which lies 250KM west of
Ulaanbaatar is known as the Kangayn or Tariat volcanic field and is located in a broad region of the
Miocene-to-Holocene lava flows of the BAIKAL rift system SSW of Lake Baikal. The lava flow from
the volcanic cone KHOROG was radiocarbon dated to be around 4930 yrs ago, which dammed the
Chtutu River to form Lake Terkhin-Tsagan-Nur. Other volcano’s in the region were blowing their tops
well into the late Pleistocene and that of the Holocene period at the far edges of human memory amidst
the Northern ‘Ice’ bound glaciers of the Ice-Age to no doubt melt becoming as terrifying floods under
the Southern heat of their unflinching ‘Fire,' which then rapidly become as ice again when the lava
cooled. One such flood was one of the biggest ever geologically recorded that happened 14000yrs BP
in the region of the Altai, which may explain the demise of many a ‘Giant Mammoth’.
THE SIBERIAN GREAT FLOOD CATASTROPHIC WHEN MAMMOTH TROD THE EARTH
“14000 BP. Deep in the Altai Mountains of Southern Siberia, about this date, a wall of water 1,500 feet
high surged down the ChujaRiverValley at 90 miles per hour. How does one deduce such a
hydrological cataclysm? A. Rudoy, a Geologist at Tomsky State Pedagogical Institute, points to giant
gravel bars along the ChujaRiverValley. These are not the inch-sized ripples we see on the floors of
today’s rivers; these are giants measuring tens of yards from crest to crest. Only a catastrophic flood
could have piled up these ridges of debris. Rudoy postulates that, during the Ice Ages, a huge Ice Dam
upstream held back a lake 3,000 feet deep, containing 200 cubic metres of water. When the Ice Dam
suddenly ruptured, all life and land downstream was devastated. (folger, tim, “The Biggest Flood”,
Discover, 15:36, January 1994.) But other thoughts intrude: were the heaps of Mammoth Carcasses,
the Siberian “IvoryIslands;” and those anomalous Stone tools mentioned earlier under Archaeology
the consequences of similar Siberian Floods?” (Science Frontiers #92, March-April 1994. William R
Corliss.)
A TIME OF ANCIENT WAR WHEN ULFHEDNAR ODIN KILLED YIMIR AND OF GREAT
FLOOD
It has been noted by many that Flood myths are known of by many peoples (especially that of the Sumerian) and
the Norse Creation myth is no exception to the rule, which tells of a ‘Great Flood’, whereby indicating some
kind of primordial connection of memory, whose tale has been orally transmitted, and that of a primary source
from whence the myth of a Great Flood originally derived from:

“All this was at the beginning, before there were waves of sand, the sea’s cool waves, waving grass.
There was no Earth and no Heaven above; only MUSPELL and NIFLHEIM and between them,
GINNUNGAGAP. The three sons of BOR had no liking for YMIR and the growing gang of unruly,
brutal frost giants; as time went on, they grew to hate them. At last they attacked YMIR and killed him.
His wounds were like springs; so much blood streamed from them, and so fast, that the flood drowned
all the frost giants except BERGELMIR and his wife. They embarked in their boat – it was made out of
a hollowed tree trunk – and rode on a tide of gore.”(The Norse Myths: K.C. Holland)
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If Ymir was the King of a society, which had practiced Cannibalism since the time of a prior worldwide catastrophe when the Super-Volcano of Mt Toba erupted, then the three sons of Bor and their
forces of the Wolf rebelled against him and that of his aristocratic class of Vampire Frost Giants at a
time when there were dramatic climate changes manifesting, which initiated a fragmentation of their
civilisation; whereupon the three sons of Bor took their opportunity to rebel against Ymir. The climate
changes invariably led to a Great Flood in the Altai region of Siberia.
In other words one has the possibility of a prior civilisation, perhaps, somewhat akin to that of the
militaristic Aztecs whom practiced Cannibalism being inundated by a Great Flood like that of Plato's
Atlantis where one has an island amidst waters like that of Olkhon at the "centre" of Lake Baikal.
ALTAI TO BAIKAL OF GENETIC CRADLE WHERE RUNIC BLOODLINES GATHER
For there to be a connection of disparate myths from one culture to another to communicate through the
ages about a probable shared incident of a terrifying catastrophe, there has to be a place of origin from
whence peoples had originally come from to then disperse after a cataclysmic event. Such a place
would be somewhat of a well spring of various peoples whose genetic lineages can now be traced back
to its original geographic source to thereby put the jigsaw puzzle pieces of fragmented myth back
together again in order to remember.
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